University of Wyoming Alumni Association Scholarship Video

0:00 – 0:04: White background with brown University of Wyoming Alumni Association logo.

0:04 – 0:08: Gold background with University of Wyoming logo in brown with Steamboat.

0:08 – 0:20: Bethany Raver, License Plate Funded Scholarship – Community College Transfer: This scholarship really helped me to obtain my goal of graduating at University of Wyoming without debt. My name is Bethany and I’m doing marketing and a concentration in sales also double majoring in finance. [When she begins talking an aerial view of Prexy’s Pasture is shown then transitions to show Bethany in a building with brown and gold Wyoming banners behind her. She is wearing a black top and red jacket].

0:21 – 0:35: Bridger Bogus, Alumni Association Honors Scholarship: Receiving the Alumni Association scholarship has been an absolute blessing because it has taken a lot of the stress off of my family and I for me to be here. I’m Bridger Bogus and I’m majoring in political science here at the University of Wyoming with the goal of hopefully continuing on at UW law school once I graduate [When he begins talking he is sitting in a chair in the library working on a computer wearing a black Wyoming long-sleeved t-shirt, transitions to show him walking out of the UW College of Law building and then final transition is Bridger in UW Half Acre wearing a blue/green plaid shirt].

0:36 – 0:50: Ashlyn Bower, Wyoming High School Seniors of UWAA Members: This scholarship makes it possible to focus on my schooling here and doing my classes in kinesiology. My name is Ashlyn Bower and I’m studying kinesiology and health promotion in hopes to be a physical therapist [When she begins talking she is sitting outside on campus in a brown shirt and brown cardigan then transitions to a classroom with students at desks and final transition is of her standing in front of a wall with different graphics on it wearing a red shirt and blue jean jacket].

0:51 – 1:04: Steve Dunn, Alumni Association U.S. Veterans of War Scholarship: This scholarship is allowing me to pursue another degree that will be a second or third career for me. My name is Steve Dunn I’m a student in the accelerated nursing program [When he begins talking he is sitting on rocks in front of the College of Health Sciences building wearing a black short-sleeved t-shirt then transitions to him walking down steps in a building and last transition shows Steve in a building with brown and gold Wyoming banners behind him wearing a green top and red pullover].

1:05 – 1:11: Light music playing showing students walking outside on campus in front of buildings and shows a UW brown and gold pride flag flying in the wind.

1:11 – 1:32: Ashlyn Bower – In the summer’s I try to work really hard and save up a lot of money for when I do come back to school. This scholarship makes it possible so that I don’t have to have a job during the school year and since kinesiology and health promotion is a demanding field it’s really nice to be able to focus on my schooling [Shows her walking up steps in a building wearing a brown top and brown cardigan transitions to her in class listening to an instructor wearing a green top and white vest and listening to a student and final transition is her speaking in front of a wall with different graphics on it wearing a red top and blue jean jacket].

1:33 – 1:49: Bethany Raver – This scholarship has really helped me to decrease my stress level over finance. I have more time and energy invested into other activities and communicating with people and focusing on my academic career rather than just working, working, working [Shows Bethany in a building
with brown and gold Wyoming banners behind her wearing a red top and black jacket transitions to her playing piano wearing a brown top, then shows two people in a canoe transitioning to students sitting in the grass at an outside gathering and then shows Bethany working in a mail room in a brown long-sleeved shirt).

1:50 – 2:07: Bridger Bogus – I am here working as a student supervisor at Half Acre gymnasium because I see it as an enrichment opportunity to become a better leader and get some of that real experience and because of the Alumni Association scholarship I have been able to pursue different opportunities without having to do it because of the necessity of making ends meet [Bridger, wearing a short-sleeved blue polo, is seen walking in front of treadmills, shows an exercise class in session, Bridger folding towels, putting on cleaning gloves, doing laundry and walking in a workout room].

2:08 – 2:28: Steve Dunn – The administration encourages those of us in the program to not have a job while we are going through it just because the pace is so quick. I’ve got a family not having a job for the 15 months that I am in this program is rough. Without this scholarship I wouldn’t be able to do what I’m doing right now [Steve is shown sitting in a small classroom in a short-sleeved green shirt with other students and some students are shown attending virtually on a TV and he is then shown in a building with brown and gold Wyoming banners behind him wearing a green top and red pullover].

2:29 – 2:44: Bridger Bogus – In receiving the University of Wyoming Alumni Association Honors Scholarship, it really solidified in me that this is where I’m meant to be. It gave me that conviction in knowing that I’m a Wyoming Cowboy. This is where I can be successful, this is where I can truly achieve my full potential [A student is shown in an outside check-in area, students/parents walking outside on campus, Pistol Pete in front of a campus building, students shown walking in a room with virtual glasses on, student shown working in a lab, students shown sitting on a couch in a campus building talking, students shown in another lab setting and finally a student in her graduation gown with family].

2:45 – 2:54: Steve Dunn – Part of what I’m going to be giving back that this scholarship has helped is my job as a nurse and it’s being the best nurse I can possibly be and helping other folks out [Steve is shown sitting in a building on his computer wearing a black short-sleeved shirt and zooms up to computer screen and shows a heart diagram then he is shown in a building with brown and gold Wyoming banners behind him wearing a green top and red pullover].

2:55 – 3:03: Bethany Raver – People who donate to the scholarship they’re doing this out of their heart to help students like me and I want to give back in the future just like they give to me [She is shown wearing a brown Wyoming sweatshirt in a classroom with students listening to an instructor the video then zooms in on her and she smiles. The video then transitions to show Bethany in a building with brown and gold Wyoming banners behind her wearing a red top and black jacket].

3:04 – 3:15: Steve Dunn – It was neat to not only get the money to help pay for school, but to be appreciated for my service in the Navy and that felt really good [Steve is shown in a building with brown and gold Wyoming banners behind him wearing a green top and red pullover. At the 3:15 mark a small UW logo with steamboat with a gold background shows up in the bottom right hand portion of the screen and stays on until the end of the video].

3:16 – 3:19: Ashlyn Bower – Thank you Alumni Association for this great opportunity [She is speaking in front of a wall with different graphics on it wearing a red top and blue jean jacket].
3:20: White background with brown University of Wyoming Alumni Association video.